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Mondi Štêtí a.s. is a manufacturer of sack kraft and speciality kraft paper. Mondi Štêtí a.s. is 
located on the banks of the Elbe River, 40 kilometers north of Prague, Czech Republic. The 
annual production reaches more than 500,000 metric tons of pulp, paper and board of world-
class quality that are sold on all continents. 

The Steti PM5 machine is one of the biggest Sack Paper machines in world. Especially the 
press section as well as the dry end drive system were not up to date anymore and required an 
ugrade. Beside the usual requirements as reduction of operational cost as well as increase of 
capacity, additional challenges needed to be addressed. By modifying a large fiber consumer in 
an integrated paper mill, an as short as possible shut duration as well as very steep ramp-up 
curve was mandatory. In order to fulfill these objectives it was necessary to find a balance of 
well proven technologies which mitigates risk of failures and at the same time implement new 
technologies in order to optimize the business case proposition on the long term. 

These requirements lead to a technical set-up which includes a conventional tri-nip compact 
press section combined with a new structural design, an up to date 2 drive positions, 3 motor 
drive system and a new felt insertion unit which allows to install seamless press felts without 
cantilevering of the press frame. The higher dry content from the press section leads 
consequently to improved paper strength properties, which means less breaks, and higher 
runability 

In the dryer section the installation of a conventional up to date hood system was combined with 
an in-hood tender side mounted Flexo-Direct drive system. This hood and drive concept results 
in higher efficiency due to elimination of the entire dryer section gearboxes and gear wheels. 

The combination of the different technologies as well a new approach in time scheduling and 
site preparation lead to an on time rebuild and an on plan ramp-up curve. 

 


